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Discourse Analysis.

Discourse Analysis.

l, Historical Backqround.

The term first came into general use folloin4ng the publication of a series of papers by
Zellig Harris beginning in the 1952 and reporting on *'ork from which he developed
transformational grammar in the late 1930's. As a matter of fact, formai equivalence
relations among the sentences of a coherent discourse are made explicit by using
sentence transformations to put the text in a canonical form. Words and sentences
with equivalent information then appear in the same column of an ar:ray. This work
progressed over the next four decades into a science of sublanguage analysis,
culminating in a demonstration of the informational structures in texts of a
sublanguage; and subsequently, a fully articulated theory of linguistic informational
content.

In the late i960's and 1970's, and without reference to this prior work, a variety of
other approaches to a new cross-discipline of discourse analysis began to develop in
most of the humanities and social sciences concurrently with, and related to, other
disciplines, such as semiotics, psycholinguistics, sociolinguistics, and pragmatics.
Many of these approaches, especially those influenced by the social sciences, favor a

more dynamic study of oral+alk-in-interaction. Such dynamie and enthusiastic
initiatives in connection with speech investigation may be generally represented by
the sociologist Harold Garfinkel who introduced the notion of o'conversational

analysis" within the context of what he calis Ethnomethodology. MoreoveS Michel
Foucault, in Europe, became one of the key theorists of the subject, especially of
discourse, and wrote 'The Archaeology of Knowledge' on the subject,

2" Ge_ucral Deflnitioar

It is generally established that discourse analysis (or discourse studies) is a global
term for a number of approaches to analyzing written, spoken, signed language use or
any significant semiotic event. The objects of discourse analysis (discourse, writing,
conversation, communicative event etc...) are variously defined in terms of coherent
sequences of sentences, propositions, speech acts or tums-at-talk. Contrary to much of
traditionai linguistics, discourse analysts not only study language use 'beyond the
sentence boundary', but also prefer to analyze 'naturally occurring'language use, and

not invented examples. This is known as corpus linguistics which is usually the focus
of what is called Text Linguistics. However, the essential difference between
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discourse analysis and text linguistics is that it aims at revealing socio-psychological
characteristics of a person/persons rather than text structure.

One would agree that a clear and precise deJinition of discourse analysis is not an
easy task to undertake. In fact, discourse studies are certainly multidisciplinary and;
consequently, they are influenced by various factors which are closely conaected to
human spoken interaction. However, it is possible to put forward some major
definitions that effectively contribute in the presentation and clarification of discourse
analyses.

-a- Discgurse Analysis as an Interdisciplinarv Field,

As far as this principle is concerned, a general definition is suggested by S. Wothan

Q1AT who stipulates that: 'Discourse analysis is a broad and complex
interdisciplinary field. It includes somewhat diverse theoretical and methodological
approaches from linguistics, anthropoiogy, and sociology.' All approaches share a
commitment to studying language in context. But 'context is notoriously
indeterminate, and different approaches to discourse anatrysis emphasize different
aspects ofcontext as potentially relevant to understanding language use.'

In addition, the same notion is equally put forward by H. Trapees-Lomax (2004) in
his analysis of discourse studies: 'Discourse analysis is part of applied linguistics but
does not belong; exclusively to it, it is a multi-disciplinary field, and hugely diverse in
the range of its interests.'

-b- Discourse Analysis as the studv,of Lansuaee vierved LinEuislicallv.

A discourse analysis or discourse study is a general term used to describe a range of
research approaches that focus on the use oflanguage. It has been used to understand
a wide range of texts including natural speech, professional documentation, and
political rhetoric, interview on focus goup material, internet communication, journals
and broadcast media.

3. The Use of Discourse Analvsis.

-a- The aim of discourse analysis is not only a provision of definite answers but also

the elaboration of our mind and thoughts in order to realize our owr deficiency and

ignorance.

-b- Discourse analysis focuses on the existence of text and its hidden messages in

order to put them within social and historical context.

-c- M.A.K. Halliday (1978) suggests that discourse analysis ' sees language not as an

autonomous system but as part of the wider socio-cultural context, as social semiotic;

the aim is to look into language from outside and specifically, to interpret linguistic

processes from the standpoint of the social order.'
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-d- Moreover, H. Trapees-Lomax (2004) focuses on another aspect of discourse
analysis which deals with language as a means of education and as a significant goal
ofthe educational process especially in learning both the first and socond languages.

-e- However, J.R. Martin Q\AD believes that discourse analysis is more significant
when iis ma.jor objective is to provide a comprehensive theory of text analysis and
genre,

-f- T'he founder of mt"riern discourse analysis Z. Hanis suggests that the study of
language pattems beyonrl the sentence is not only quantitativel./ diff,erent but ais..l

qualitatively rvith respeci to sentence analysis. Theref-ore, il sentence meaning is

inr'rinsicaily eneoded. that is tc say, a semantic property cr-the iar:gu;rge itself, then so

ir; iJiscourse ueauing. Liiiewise. pragmatic ccnsiderations suc,h as ihe speaker's
ilceution in:1;iies that irt"erpretation is i:oi just 6 matier"of rryhat ihe s*nlence means in
r'elati,:rn to th.e codc, br;l ;-"i:;o vrhat the adilresser fileails in relslirtn tn; the contexts.

*'..-3ygss"-s{ S$gs iryqslApiiyqlqi

There al'e many types oi'cliscoirse anaiysis of naturai conversation ar:uJ eacir approach
pr,li.s emphasis on its ori,:: rrcpositions, focus and meilaod; h.ovlever, they share one

majcr pt-inciple r.vhich is tlie construction of meaning within cornmunication.

:a- C. q gy ersgl_iq$ Analy slL

It is an approach to the study ofnatural conversation which focuses on the analysis of
the ways in which language is used such as reply to a spoken invitation. The interest
is in how people use specific words that are assigned certain functions (linguistic), the
techniques are usually quantitative.

:b- Sis cursive Lsy$h o,logy.

This is a form of discourse analysis which emphasizes psvchological themes by using
concepts of discourse in psychologicai issues such as memory and afiitudes.

.-:--Egse4EIdi4E Djsra_rlrrqAryA .

It is an approach which is constructed upon the notions developed by M. Foucaulr,
narnely the focus on ttre historicai deveiopment perspectives of disoourse. trt consists
oi the analysis of significant discursive phenomena with respect to theil development
and changes over time (for instance domination relationships and how they are
*onstr.rcted through discourse). 

:

:r*:__C{ittcql Disc0

it is an interdisciplinary approach to the study of discourse that views language as a
slcial practice structure. This is a post rnodern discourse analysis which contributed
in the application of criticai though to social situations and the revealing of political
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secrets within soci.al contexts. It concenhates on the aspects of social and political
pov/ers and how they are embeclded in written and spoken discourse.

A major type of Critical Discourse Analysis is what is generally called Political
Discourse Studies. This sub-category of discourse studies focuses on discourse in
political forums (such as debates, speeches and hearixgs) as the most significant
phenomenon of interest. In fact, political discourse is the infor:nal exchange of
reasoned views as to which several altemative courses of action should be taken to

soive a societal problem. This type of discourse is n:arnly characterized by persuasion,

debates, candidacies ancl cther socio-political issues.

&gi*tt${"el-ilsrt#:i*d""Eipssalqse.Asr,.[:cug,

it i-q evident that the iirtr:i'fac,: of language and culture is paxicuiarly signiflcant in
relation to disccurse s.i.rsies, This interrelation can be surnrnarized in the following
points:

-a- Socio-cultural factors simplify the interpretation of discourse.

-b- The sucoessful act of communioation usually depends on the acquaintance with
the socio-cultural elements.

-c- The ignorance of the socio-cultural factors may lead to the misunderstanding of
discourse or even to the misinterpretation of the message which may result with a

serious breakdown of communication,

-d- The interpretation of the speaker's intentions and the significance of his message

rely on the degree ofunCersianding ofthe cultural background ofthis speaker.

-e- The cultural context determines the register and linguistic appropriateness.

-f- The linguistic behaviors (discourse) cannot be explained by merely looking at the
text and context without any comprehension of what culturai norrrs and tendencies

underlie them.

-g- The cultural context complements and even strengthens the findings from the
rliscourse studies since it can provide rich resources for verification and validation.

Aspects of the Cultural Context.

It is universally recognized that speech communities are characterized by different
and various social, political and religious traits. Obviously, these differences affect the
interpersonal communication since each society possesses its own socio-cultural
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system; consequently, an)/ act of commur-ication is deemed to be influenced by those

important factors:

-a- Racial and Ethnie Identilication,

Human beings define themselves through the commurrities in which they have been

born and nurtured.

-b- Economic and Social Class"

We define our culture througir the social shaturn (strata) of class and econornic level
rvhich in turn they greatly af{'ect the lvay we communicate interpersonally.

-c- Gender and Carnrnunication.

I{iiuran }:eings develop their culfural identity in light of sexual characteristjcs and;
therefore, this factor inIluences the acquisition of gender- related interpersonal roles
and rules of interaction (affectir,'e orientation may be one aspect of this element).

-d- Tradition and ltristolry.

l-he definition of speech conrmunities depends on their cultures, traditions and
histclrical backgrounds

-e- I-aw and Order.

It is equally possible to define the cultural components through the law system that a
given society adapts. In fact, the legal orders should be respected and obeyed to by all
members of the societv.

- 6:_-F e[s peetiyes aqd Scorr e of Dis co urs*ln alysis.

-A- Piscqur$e AnalVsiq and Cultural Context.

It is easily understandable that the interpretation of the terrn culture represents an

essentiai issue in defining the relationships which naturally exist between the
discourse and its cuitural background. As a rnatter of fact, the concept has been

definecl in various ways in different disciplines. llowever, it is generally agreeC that
cuitule represents the paBern of meanings ernbodied in symbolic forms and actions by
virtue of r.rrhich indirriduals communicate anci share their experiences, conceptions and

beiiefs (Henkel p 77). Accordingly, the cultural context refers to the culture. ctlstoms
and background of epoch in language i:ommunities, hence, participants utilize a

discourse or telit rvhich is directly derived llom their culture.

Therefore, discourse analysis dispiays a close iiecl up'+rith the cultural context end it
can not avoid being influenced by the socio-cultural factors su"oh as the social roles,
status, social structures rvhich Ceter:rnine the value system of society, In order to



clescribe brood-brush cultural differences betrveen speech communities, discourse

anaiysts propose a practical classification oftlre cultural context into fii,o levels:

- High culturai oontext: it refers to societies or groups where people develop

close corurections over a long period of time. Many aspects of cultural

behavior are made explicit because most members know u'hat to do and what

to think from years of interaction with each other; the family is probably a
significant example of high ccntext environment.

- Low cultural context: it charucteizes socieiies where people tend to have

many connections but of shorter duration and for some specific reasots. In
these communities, cultural behavior and beliefs may need to be spelled out

expiicitiy in order to enable the participants coming into the cuitural
environment to behave appropriately.

On the other hand, one should recognize that the concept of disoourse is bound up
with culture in multiple atrd complex ways. In fact, whenever a member of a speech

comrnunity speaks or writes, he always and simultaneously displays three aspects of
his cultural reality:

-a- The discourse expresses cultural reality: the words people utter usually refer to
common experience, the act of speaking or rvriting expresses facts, ideas or events
that are related to one's cuiture, Obviously, people refer to a stock of knowledge
about the speech community u,hich is shared by all members of the society. In short,
spoken or written discourse not only reflects people's attitudes and beliefs as a social
group but also individual traits,

-b- The discourse embodies cultural reality: the discourse does not only express our
cultural reality but it is as u,ell deeply impregnated with the characteristics of each
pulture. 'Iherefore, wirateter the medium we choose to communicate with each other
such as speaking on the telephone or face-to-tbce, writing a ietter or sending an e-mail
mes-sage, or interpreting a graph or a chart; there ale certain basic cultural indicators
that are corlmon to all mernbers which greatly contribute in the interpretation of the
discourse. These verbal and non-verbal aspects of discourse precisely the tone of
voice, accent, conversational styles, gestures and facial expressions encompass our
cuitural reality.

-c- Tb.e discourse symbolizes cultrrral reality: any discourse (spoken or written)
should be expressed through a particular language, It is aiso recognized that any
human language is defined by its specific cultural features. speakers identifu
themselves and their culture tfuough their use of language whicir is viewed as the
symbol of social identity. I{owever, any kind of prohibition of its use is often
perceived by its speakers as a rejection of their social group and their culture
(Iftamsch, 1993).



-B- Conversation Analysis.

Conversation is a significant mode of discourse which represents excellent examples

of the social and interactive nature of communication. In foreign language learning,
the mastery of conversational parameters is primordial in any successful act of
communication. Necessarily, foreign language leamers should be aware of the
essential conventions, rules and cultural taits that determine conversation in the target
language. Nonetheless, the process may be facilitated if the fust and foreiga
languages share the same cultural background. In fact, the organization and

development of conversation are nearly identical in all human languages and it is

usually divided into four major sequences:

-a- Attention-getting: it is the first and crucial rule of conversation which children
learn very early in life. The attention-getting conventions within each language- both
verbal and non-verbal- need to be carefully assimilated by leamers. Without
knowledge of such conventions, foreign language learners encounter tremendous
difficulties to participate in the conversation. The main reason is that they are unable
to ttun off their hearer to the topic they wish to discuss.

-b- Topic-nomination: once the speaker has secured the hearer's attention, the

subsequent task is of topic-nomination. One can observe that rules for nominating
topics in conversations which involve both verbal and non-verbal cues are highly
contextually constrained.

-c- Topic-development: after the identification and agreement of the topic,
participants in a conversation then embark on topic development using conventions of
tum-taking to accompiish many functions of language. Topic clarification manifests

itself in various forms of heuristic functions. In the case of conversation between

foreign language learners and native speakers, topic clarification often involves

seeking or giving repair of linguistic forms that contains erors.

-d- Topic-termination: it is an art that even native speakers of a language have

difficulty in mastering at times. We experience situations in which a conversation has

ensued for some time and neither participant seems to know how to conclude it wilh
verbai or non-verbal termination. Consequently, it is important for foreign language

teachers to be fully aware of the significance of the rules of conversation and to help

leamers to both perceive those rules and follow them in their own conversations.

-C- Corpus Linsuistics.

It is a branch of discourse analysis that has experienced phenomenal growth and

interest over the last decade or so, an approach to linguistic research that relies on

computer analyses of language. The corpus is a collection of texts- written or

transcribed speech or both- that is stored in electronic forms and analyzed with the

help of computer software programs.
a
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As far as the teaching of foreign languages is concerned, the benefits of corpus

linguistics hold promise for enlightening not only our language teaching

methodology, but also for understanding the nature of linguistics discourse in general.

For instance, writing contexts (who is writing, to whom, and for what purpose) and

specific conventions within sub-groups of genres (scientific laboratory report, a
personal narrative essay) may encourage and prove the importance for leamers to
elaborate their own voice while they develop the kind of empathy toward the specific
intended audience.

Conclusion.

In summation, a distinction is often made between 'local' structmes of discourse such

as relations among sentences, propositions and turns, and 'global' structures like
overall topics and the schematic organization of discourses and conversations. Hence,
an interesting illustration will certainly be the various ty'pes of discourse generally
begin with some kind of 'global' sunmary in titles, headlines, ieads, abstracts and so

on. Moreover, the linguistic discourse analysis impiies some specific theoretical
perspectives and analytical approaches that involve various domains and disciplines;
namely ethnography of communication, interactional sociolinguistics, pragmatics,
stylistics, etc.... Although these approaches emphasize different aspects of language
use, they all view language as social interaction and are equally concerned with the
sociai contexts in which discourse is ernbedded.
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